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Text Learners

L’homme est à la recherche d’un nouveau langage
auquel la grammaire d’aucune langue n’aura rien
à dire.

Guillaume Apollinaire

The method that will be used is equivalent to find-
ing a Psl (context free phrase structure language,
Chomsky (1956)) that in some sense best ”fits”
the set [α1]. The measure of goodness of fit will
be the product of the a-priori probability of the
language selected and the probability that the lan-
guage selected would produce [α1] as a set of ac-
ceptable sentences.

Ray Solomonoff, in [Sol64]

From the results of the previous section, it appears quite clearly that Dfa

cannot be identified in the limit from text. At which point, if the chosen

task is indeed to learn Dfa from text, we need either some help (perhaps

some extra information about the strings or some structure) or else we will

have to add an extra bias and reduce the class of automata.

It should be noted that adding more bias consists also in adding some

more information (something like ‘we know that the automaton has this

property’ ).

11.1 Window languages

It is well known that regular languages correspond to the class of languages

that can be parsed using a bounded memory. But what happens is that this

memory is bounded a priori. We may consider the subclass of languages for
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256 Text Learners

which parsing uses only a memory of size k, meaning that the next letter to

be read will depend only on the knowledge of the k− 1 previous characters.

Formally, this means that the following holds for some k:

∀l, l′ ∈ Σ⋆,∀w ∈ Σ≥k, lw ∈ L⇐⇒ l′w ∈ L.

Better said, prefixes l and l′ can be ‘forgotten’.

A language L for which the above equation holds will be called a k-testable

language.

Definition 11.1.1 A regular language L is a k-testable language ifdef
given every pair of strings lw and l′w in Σ⋆ such that l, l′, w ∈ Σ⋆, |w| ≥ k,

the following holds: lw ∈ L⇐⇒ l′w ∈ L.

It should be noticed that for strings of length less than k nothing is said.

But then for a fixed k there are only a finite number of such strings.

11.1.1 Definition of k-testable machine

To recognise k-testable languages, as introduced in Definition 11.1.1 above,

we need special machines:

Definition 11.1.2 Given k > 0, a k-testable machine (k − T SS) is a

5-tuple Zk = 〈Σ, I, F, T,C〉 with:

- Σ is a finite alphabet;

- I, F ⊆ Σk−1 (prefixes of length k-1 and suffixes (or finals) of length

k-1);

- C ⊆ Σ<k (short strings);

- T ⊆ Σk (allowed segments).

Definition 11.1.3 Given a k-testable machine, the k-testable language recog-

nised by Zk = 〈Σ, I, F, T,C〉 is L(Zk) = (I Σ⋆ ∩Σ⋆ F −Σ⋆(Σk − T )Σ⋆)∪C.

In words this means that the only admissible strings are those either

corresponding exactly to strings in C, or those whose prefix of length k − 1

is in I, suffix of length k − 1 is in F , and where all substrings of length k

belong to T . In other words there are two types of strings: those of length

less that k and defined exactly as such in C and those longer than k for

which Σk − T defines the prohibited segments. The key idea is to use as a

parser a window of size k to reject the strings that at some moment do not

comply with these conditions.
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Definition 11.1.4 k − T SSG(Σ) is the class of all k-testable machines

over alphabet Σ. k − T SSL(Σ) = {L ⊆ Σ⋆ : L is k − T SS}.

Algorithm 11.1: Building a Dfa from a k − T SS machine.

Input: a k − T SS machine 〈Σ, I, F, T,C〉

Output: a Dfa 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, δ〉
Q← ∅;
FA ← ∅;
for pu ∈ I ∪ C, p, u ∈ Σ⋆ do Q← Q ∪ {qp};

for au ∈ T, a ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ⋆ do Q← Q ∪ {qu};
for ua ∈ T, a ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ⋆ do Q← Q ∪ {qu};
for pau ∈ I ∪ C, a ∈ Σ, p, u ∈ Σ⋆ do δ(qp, a) = qpa;

for aub ∈ T, a, b ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ⋆ do δ(qau, b) = qub;

for u ∈ F ∪ C do FA ← FA ∪ {qu};
return 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, δ〉

Given a k − T SS machine a Dfa recognising the language generated is

constructed by Algorithm 11.1. The algorithm just converts the prefixes of

the sets I and C into strings, Makes final the states corresponding to the

elements in F . More interesting is the way set T is used: This set contains

strings of length k, whereas the states in the Dfa correspond to strings of

length (at most) k−1. So the algorithm makes two states out of each string

u in T : one is u(1)−1 · u and the other is u · u(|u|)−1. A transition labelled

by u(|u|)−1 links these two states.

Example 11.1.1 The automaton from Figure 11.1 recognises the language

qλ qa qaa qab qbaa a

b

b

a

b

a

Fig. 11.1. A Dfa corresponding to the 3−T SS machine Z3 = 〈{a, b}, I = {aa, ab},
F = {ab}, C = {a}, T = {aaa, aab, aba, bab〉}.

a + aa∗b(ab)∗. The language is clearly 3-T SS but is not 2-T SS: With a

window of size only two, we would not be able to avoid substring bb. The

meaning of state qab is no longer that δ(qλ, ab) = qab but rather that the only
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string of length 2 that reaches state qab is (reached from any state) string

ab.

11.1.2 Properties of the k-testable languages

The hierarchy of k − T SS languages has the following properties:

Proposition 11.1.1

- If L is finite then L ∈ k − T SS where k = 1 + max{|u| : u ∈ L};

- k − T SS(Σ) ⊂ [k + 1]− T SS(Σ);

- There are regular languages that are not k − T SS (for any k).

Proof

- All finite languages are in k − T SS(Σ) if k is large enough: let L

be a finite language with k > max{|u| : u ∈ L}. Then the machine

Zk = 〈Σ, I, F, T,C〉 with I = Pref(L), F = T = ∅ and C = L

accepts exactly L.

- (bak)∗ ∈ [k + 1]− T SS(Σ) but (bak)∗ 6∈ k − T SS(Σ).

- Consider the language described by the regular expression aΣ⋆ a +

bΣ⋆ b. This language is not k − T SS (for any k).

11.1.3 The algorithm

Learning k-testable languages is really only about finding the prefixes, sub-

strings and suffixes that occur in the data.

This can be done through the simple Algorithm Ak−T SS, 11.2.

Algorithm 11.2: Ak−T SS.

Input: a sample S

Output: a k − T SS machine 〈Σ, I(S), F (S), T (S), C(S)〉
Σ is the alphabet used in S;

I(S)← Σk−1 ∩ Pref(S);

C(S)← Σ<k ∩ S;

F (S)← Σk−1 ∩ Suff(S);

T (S)← Σk ∩ {v : uvw ∈ S};
return 〈Σ, I(S), F (S), T (S), C(S)〉
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11.1.4 Running the algorithm

Let us run Algorithm 11.2 on an example:

Example 11.1.2 Let S = {a, aa, abba, abbbba} be our learning sample and

suppose we choose k = 3. We will want to discuss the issue of how we should

choose k later. It follows by construction that:

- Σ = {a, b}

- I(S) = {aa, ab}

- F (S) = {aa}

- T (S) = {abb, bbb, bba}

- C(S) = {a, aa}

Building the corresponding automaton using Algorithm 11.1 once the ma-

chine is given is straightforward (see Figure 11.2).

Hence A3−T SS(S) = a + aa + abbb∗a.

Example 11.1.3

qλ qa

qaa

qab qba

qbb

a

a

b

b

b

a

Fig. 11.2. Automaton learnt from sample S = {a, aa, abba, abbbba}.

In Figure 11.3 we show the corresponding automata for k = 1, k = 2 and

k > 6.

11.1.5 Some properties of the algorithm

Proposition 11.1.2 Ak−T SS(S) is the smallest k − T SS language that

contains S.

Proof If there is a smaller one, some prefix, suffix or substring has to be

absent.

Proposition 11.1.3

- A[k+1]−T SS(S) ⊆ Ak−T SS(S);
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qλ a, b

(a) k=1.

qλ qa

qaa

qab qba

qbb

a

a

b

b

b

a

(b) k = 2.

qλ qa

qaa

qab qabb

qabba

qabbb qabbbb qabbbba

a a

b

b

a

b
b a

(c) k > 6.

Fig. 11.3. Alternative automata learnt from sample S = {a, aa, abba, abbbba}.

- ∀k > max{|x| : x ∈ S}, Ak−T SS(S) = S;

- If Y ⊆ S,Ak−T SS(Y ) ⊆ Ak−T SS(S).

Proof Let Ik+1 (resp. Fk+1 and Tk+1) denote the sets obtained by A[k+1]−T SS(S)

and Ik (resp. Fk and Tk) those by Ak−T SS(S). There are less allowed pre-

fixes (resp. suffixes or substrings) in Ik+1 (resp. Fk+1 and Tk+1) than in

Ik (resp. Fk and Tk). Therefore, the smaller the value of k, the more the

algorithm generalises. The second point is a direct consequence of the con-

struction provided in Proposition 11.1.1. The third item corresponds to the

fact that the algorithm simply counts what it sees. Therefore, if during

learning, a prefix, a suffix or a substring is found, the algorithm generalises

further.

Proposition 11.1.4 Ak−T SS identifies any k−T SS language in the limit

from polynomial data, is consistent and conservative and admits polynomial

characteristic samples.
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Proof Once all the prefixes, suffixes and substrings have been seen, the

correct automaton is returned. Identification in the limit is then an easy

consequence of the fact that the language is the smallest.

Let us denote in a standard way by ‖Zk‖ the size of a k-testable machine:

This corresponds to the sum of the lengths of the different strings in I, F ,

C or T . The algorithm is conservative because if the current machine can

parse a new string that means that all the substrings of this string are in the

machine, so nothing will be added. On the other hand, if it cannot parse,

then some substring is missing which the algorithm will add.

Proposition 11.1.5 (Complexity issues)

- The runtime of A[k]−T SS(S) is in O(‖S‖).

- Every k − T SS language admits a characteristic set of size linear

with ‖Zk‖.

- Algorithm A[k]−T SS makes ‖Zk‖ implicit prediction errors.

Proof

- Algorithm A[k]−T SS parses the data from left to right.

- The characteristic set must contain strings that exercise all the sub-

strings and the prefixes and suffixes.

- Even if the algorithm is not incremental per se it can be easily con-

sidered as such. A prediction error is made whenever the current

machine can’t parse a new example. In this case something is added

to either I, F , or T . And the number of such additions is bounded

by ‖Zk‖.

It should be noted that defining a k-testable language through the pro-

hibited substrings would lead to complexity problems: Remember that the

number of strings of length k over an alphabet containing at least two sym-

bols is exponential in k.

11.1.6 Conclusion

Algorithm 11.2 is very simple and straight-forward, yet a number of ques-

tions remain to be solved:

- There is in the scheme no room for noise: A substring that appears just

once and that is completely wrong (many absent substrings) will introduce

many states in the resulting automaton.
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- Variants where counting the number of occurrences of each substring lead

to statistical models called n-grams; they are also comparable with the

spectrum kernels described in Definition 3.5.3, page 70.

- How to choose k is a crucial issue. Choose too small a k and there is a

risk of over-generalisation. Choose too large a k and inversely one may

not generalise enough.

- One can use counter-examples to find the smallest k, i.e. to control gen-

eralisation (see Exercise 11.8).

- The size of the alphabet is also of great importance: If the size is too

small the resulting automaton (whose number of states is at most |Σ|k)
may be too small. The fact of having too large an alphabet may result in

having to deal with problems of sparseness of data.

11.2 Look-ahead languages

We introduce another subclass of the regular languages for which positive

results can also be obtained: the k-reversible languages. The class is com-

posed by regular languages that can be accepted by a Dfa such that its

reverse is deterministic with a look-ahead of k.

11.2.1 Definition of reversible languages

When reversing the arrows in a Dfa we obtain an Nfa. This Nfa is where

the k-reversibility property is best understood. We therefore give the def-

initions in the context of non-deterministic automata. On the other hand,

as we are not working with negative data, we do not need to have rejecting

states (see page 80), so we will take FR = ∅. Thus we will not represent the

rejecting states (FR).

Definition 11.2.1 (Reversal automaton) Let A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, δN 〉 be an

Nfa; the reversal automaton of A AT is the Nfa 〈Σ, Q, FA, I, δT
N 〉 with

δT
N (q, a) = {q′ ∈ Q : q ∈ δN (q′, a)}.

We now define as k-successors of a given state the strings of length k that

correspond to ‘live’ paths in the Nfa, when parsing from that state.

Definition 11.2.2

- u is a k-successor of q ifdef |u| = k and δ(q, u) 6= ∅;
- u is a k-predecessor of q ifdef |u| = k and δT (q, uT ) 6= ∅;

- Succk(q) (respectively Predk(q)) is the set of all k-successors of q

(respectively all k-predecessors of q).
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Note that λ is 0-successor and 0-predecessor of any state.

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

a

b

a

b

a
a a

Fig. 11.4. An Nfa: bb is a 2-successor of q1 but not of q3. a is a 1-successor of q4.
aa is a 2-predecessor of q4 but not of q2.

Definition 11.2.3 Two states q and q′ in an Nfa A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, δN 〉 are

k-ambiguous ifdef Succk(q) ∩ Succk(q
′) 6= ∅.

Two states are therefore k-ambiguous whenever there is a common possible

path of length k starting from each. It means that one cannot disambiguate

by just looking at the following k symbols. Note that in Figure 11.4, states

q1 and q3 are k-ambiguous for any value of k.

Definition 11.2.4 An Nfa A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, δN 〉 is deterministic with

look-ahead k ifdef given any two different states q and q′ in Q, such that

either q, q′ ∈ I or q, q′ ∈ δN (p, a) (for some p in Q), q and q′ are not

k-ambiguous.

In other words, any two states which may result in a conflicting non-

deterministic situation should not be k-ambiguous.

Example 11.2.1 The automaton represented in Figure 11.4 is not deter-

ministic with look-ahead 1 because b ∈ Succ2(q1) and b ∈ Succ2(q3) with

q1, q3 ∈ Q. But it is deterministic with look-ahead 2. We can compute the

Succ2 sets: Succ2(q1) = {aa, bb}, Succ2(q2) = {aa}, Succ2(q3) = {ba},
Succ2(q4) = {aa, ab} and Succ2(q5) = {aa}. The 2 ambiguous situations

arise between q1 and q3 on one hand and between q3 and q5 on the other.

Definition 11.2.5 A is k-reversible ifdef A is deterministic and AT is

deterministic with look-ahead k.

An alternative definition can be given using predecessor sets and thus with-

out using the reversal automaton:
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Definition 11.2.6 A is k-reversible ifdef A is deterministic and

∀q, q′ ∈ FA, q 6= q′ ⇒ Predk(q) ∩ Predk(q
′) = ∅

δ(q, a) = δ(q′, a), q 6= q′ ⇒ Predk(q) ∩ Predk(q
′) = ∅.

Example 11.2.2 We show in Figure 11.5 the case of a 3-reversible automa-

ton. Notice that it is not 2-reversible since Pred2(q2) ∩ Pred2(q5) = {aa}
and both q2 and q5 are final. On the other hand we can compute the Pred3

sets: Pred3(q1) = Pred3(q3) = ∅, Pred3(q2) = {aaa}, Pred3(q4) =

{aab, abb, bab, bbb} and Pred3(q5) = {aaa, baa}. The ambiguous situ-

ations arise between q2 and q5 on one hand (because they are both final

and between the pairs (q1, q2) (because δ(q1, a) = δ(q2, a)), (q4, q5) (because

δ(q4, b) = δ(q5, b)). Each ambiguous pair is tested and an empty intersection

of the predecessor sets is found.

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

a

b

b

a

a

a

b

b

a

Fig. 11.5. A Dfa that is 3-reversible.

What makes a Dfa not be k-reversibility is the violation of one of the

rules.

Definition 11.2.7 Two states q, q′ violate the k-reversibility condition ifdef

- they violate the determinism condition: ∃q′′ ∈ Q : q, q′ ∈ δ(q′′, a);

- or they violate the look-ahead condition:

- q, q′ ∈ FA ∧ ∃u ∈ Σk : u is k-predecessor of both;

- ∃u ∈ Σk, δ(q, a) = δ(q′, a) and u is k-predecessor of both q and q′.

We will call violators two such states.

The idea is to be able, through a look-ahead of length k, to decide what

the next state should be. The prohibited situations are depicted in Fig-

ures 11.6(a) and 11.6(b). Therefore, for each value of k, there are languages
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q

q′

u

u

(a) 2 final states.

q

q′

a

a

u

u

(b) 2 states successors of a state.

Fig. 11.6. Prohibited patterns, for |u| = k.

that admit k-reversible automata as recognisers.

Definition 11.2.8

k −REVG(Σ) is the class of all k-reversible automata over alphabet Σ.

k −REVL(Σ) = {L(A) : A ∈ k −REVG(Σ)}.

It should be noted that, similarly to the case of the k-testable languages,

there is a hierarchy of k−REVL(Σ), and there are also languages that are

not k-reversible (given any value of k).

Proposition 11.2.1 (Properties of the k-reversible languages)

Given any alphabet Σ,

- k −REVL(Σ) ( (k + 1)−REVL(Σ).

- There is a language L over Σ such that ∀k ∈ N, L 6∈ k −REVL(Σ).

Proof First, it is clear that using a look-ahead of length k + 1 is going to

allow to recognise at least the same languages that could be recognised with

a look-ahead of size k.

Now, let us suppose without loss of generality that a ∈ Σ. One can

check that the finite language {ak, ak+1} belongs to k + 1−REVL(Σ), but

{ak, ak+1} 6∈ k −REVL(Σ).

Finally, given any integer k, {an : n mod 3 6= 0} 6∈ k −REVL(Σ).

11.2.2 Learning k-reversible automata

One way to learn k-reversible automata from text is to take as a starting

point the Pta that corresponds exactly to the sample, and then merge states

that are breaking the violation conditions. The key idea of the algorithm

we now present is that the order in which the merges are performed does

not matter! So the algorithm works by just merging states that do not

comply with the conditions for k-reversibility. There is actually a better
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order in which the states of the Pta should be visited: the breadth-first

order. Algorithm Ak−REV (11.4) tracks the violating pairs and merges

them, until there are no more such pairs. At each moment, the algorithms

solves the non-determinism violations first. The merging algorithm (Merge,

Algorithm 11.3) is studied in more detail in Section 12.2.2.

Algorithm 11.3: Merge.

Input: an Nfa : A = 〈Σ, Q, {qi}, FA, δN 〉, q1, q2 ∈ Q, with q2 6= qi

Output: Nfa : A = 〈Σ, Q, {qi}, FA, δN 〉 in which q1 and q2 have been

merged into q1

for q ∈ Q do

for a ∈ Σ do
if q2 ∈ δN (q, a) then δN (q, a)← δN (q, a) ∪ {q1};
if q ∈ δN (q2, a) then δN (q1, a)← δN (q1, a) ∪ {q}

end

end

if q2 ∈ I then I← I ∪ {q1};
if q2 ∈ FA then FA ← FA ∪ {q1};

Q← Q \ {q2};
return A

Notice that testing the k-reversibility conditions on a Dfa consists in

updating the sets of k-predecessors of each state. Notice also that each pair

of states needs only to be checked once.

11.2.3 A run example of Algorithm Ak−REV

Let S = {a, aa, abba, abbabba} and k = 2. We start by building the prefix

tree acceptor (Figure 11.7).

qλ

qa

qaa

qab

qabb

qabba

qabbab

qabbabb

qabbabba

a

a

b

b a b

b a

Fig. 11.7. Starting the run.

We can then notice that the pair (qabba, qabbabba) is violating: Indeed both
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Algorithm 11.4: Ak−REV: k-reversible automata learning.

Input: k ∈ N, S sample of a k-reversible language L

Output: A, a k-reversible automaton recognising S

A ← Pta(S);

repeat
changed← false;

if ∃q, q′, p ∈ Q, q 6= q′, ∃a ∈ Σ, {q, q′} ⊂ δN (p, a) then
A ←Merge(A, q, q′);

changed← true
end

if not(changed) and ∃q, q′ ∈ F : Predk(q) ∩Predk(q
′) 6= ∅ then

A ←Merge(A, q, q′);

changed← true
end

if not(changed) and ∃q, q′ ∈ Q, q 6= q′, ∃a ∈ Σ :

δN (q, a) ∩ δN (q′, a) 6= ∅ ∧Predk(q) ∩ Predk(q
′) 6= ∅ then

A ←Merge(A, q, q′);

changed← true
end

until not(changed) ;

return A

states are final and have ba as common predecessor. Therefore the algorithm

merges these two states leading to the automaton represented in Figure 11.8.

qλ

qa

qaa

qab

qabb

qabba

qabbab

qabbabb

a

a

b

b a b

b

a

Fig. 11.8. After merging qabba and qabbabba.

States qabb and qabbabb are violating (Figure 11.8); the algorithm merges

them, leading to automaton depicted in Figure 11.9.

Now states qab and qabbab are the violating pair and the algorithm merges

them, leading to a new automaton (Figure 11.10).

The algorithm halts and returns the automaton from Figure 11.10 which

is 2-reversible. It can be noticed that if k=1 further merges are necessary,

such as for instance qa and qaa.
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qλ

qa

qaa

qab

qabb

qabba

qabbab

a

a

b

b a b

b

Fig. 11.9. After merging qabb and qabbabb.

qλ

qa

qaa

qab

qabb

qabba

a

a

b

b a

b

Fig. 11.10. After merging qab and qabbab.

11.2.4 Properties

We study here the convergence of the algorithm. First we give some more

properties concerning the k-reversible languages:

Proposition 11.2.2 A (regular) language L is k-reversible if and only if

∀u1, u2, v ∈ Σ⋆, (u1v)−1L ∩ (u2v)−1L 6= ∅ and |v| = k =⇒ (u1v)−1L =

(u2v)−1L.

Proof The proposition states that if two strings are prefixes of a string of

length at least k, then the strings are Nerode-equivalent. This corresponds

to a rewriting of Definition 11.2.6.

The key lemma for the proof of the algorithm is that no bad merge can

be made:

Lemma 11.2.3 Let L be a k-reversible language, let S be a positive sample

of L, let u and v be two prefixes of strings in S such that u 6≡L v. Then in

Ak−REV(S) δ(qλ, u) 6= δ(qλ, v).

Proof Let us suppose this is not true. We consider the first merge made

concerning two non equivalent (in the target) prefixes u and v. Clearly this

merge cannot be due to determinism: If not then u = u′a and v = v′a and

both u′ and v′ end in the same state; yet u′ 6≡ v′ (since u 6≡ v). But in that

case this would not be the first bad merge.
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This merge therefore is made as a consequence of the second violation

condition. We can suppose the automaton (before merging) is deterministic.

But therefore Predk(qu)∩Predk(qv) 6= ∅. Let z ∈ Predk(qu)∩Predk(qv).

Consider two strings xz and yz such that δ(q0, xz) = δ(q0, u) and δ(q0, yz) =

δ(q0, v). Both strings exist because of the definition of Predk. Now by

Proposition 11.2.2 this means that xz ≡L yz. And by transitivity either

u = v (absurd) or an earlier wrong merge has been made.

A simple result is that the higher the value of k, the further Algorithm

Ak−REV generalises:

Proposition 11.2.4 ∀S ⊂ Σ⋆, L(Ak−REV(S)) ⊆ L(A[k+1]−REV(S)).

Proof Clearly if you can disambiguate with a look-ahead of size k, then you

can also do it with a look-ahead of size k + 1. Necessarily the successor sets

cannot conflict, because they would already have been conflicting for k.

It is also easy to see that the resulting automaton is always k-reversible.

Proposition 11.2.5 ∀k ≥ 0, ∀S ⊂ Σ⋆, Ak−REV(S) is a k-reversible au-

tomaton.

Proof Notice that if the automaton is not k-reversible, then there exists a

pair of violators that can be merged.

And one may conclude:

Theorem 11.2.6 Ak−REV(S) is the smallest k-reversible automaton whose

language contains S. The class k−REVG(Σ) is identifiable in the limit from

text.

Proof The second proposition is a direct corollary of the first, by using

Theorem 8.1.6, page 207. The first depends on the fact that the order

in which the merges are made does not change the final result,which is a

consequence of Lemma 11.2.3. In turn, this is due to the fact that the

non-violation condition corresponds to an equivalence relation.

Proposition 11.2.7 (Complexity issues)

- The time complexity of Ak−REV is in O(k · ‖S‖3).

- Every k−REV automaton admits a characteristic set of size linear

in the size of the target automaton.
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Proof

- We suppose we have a data structure allowing to keep track of the

sets Predk(q). In order to avoid exponential growth of these sets,

one can choose to represent them piecewise: clearly Pred0(q) = {λ}
and Predk(q) =

[

∪q′:q∈δN (q′,a) Predk−1(q
′)
]

· a. Using the Union-

Find algorithm allows to update (each time a merge is done) the

Predk(q) sets in near linear time (in O(k · ‖S‖) and also to see if

the intersection of two sets is empty or not (k-ambiguity). Testing if

2 states are violators is in O(n). The number of possible merges is

in O(‖S‖2) but the number of total merges that will be made is in

O(‖S‖).

- A characteristic set can be built by introducing strings for the viola-

tion of the k-reversibility conditions to be noticed, on the first states

the algorithm encounters. Lemma 11.2.3 tells us that no wrong merge

can take place.

Even if the algorithm Ak−REV (11.4) is not incremental per se it can be

considered as such: New strings will result only in more merges being made.

Again, key Lemma 11.2.3 shows that no wrong merge takes place.

11.3 Pattern Languages

In a very different way from grammars and automata, we can use descrip-

tions of the languages to define these. For example, patterns are strings

containing symbols and variables allow, through a matching process to de-

fine complex classes of languages. We introduce here a very simple form of

pattern languages, and show how these can be learnt from text.

11.3.1 Definitions

Let Σ be an alphabet and X = {x0, x1, . . . xi, . . .} be an infinite set of

variables.

Definition 11.3.1 A pattern π is a string over Σ ∪ X. The size of a

pattern is the length of this string.

A matching is a function σ : X → Σ⋆. Given a pattern π of size n

(π = π(1) · · · π(n)) and a matching σ, σ(π) = σ(π(1)) · · · σ(π(n)) where

σ is extended to Σ by σ(a) = a, ∀a ∈ Σ.
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A string w = a1 · · · an fits a pattern π if there is a matching σ : X → Σ⋆

such that σ(π) = w.

The language defined by pattern π, denoted by L(π) is the set of all strings

over alphabet Σ that fit π.

Example 11.3.1 Consider pattern π = x3abx17x3b. It defines a language

over an alphabet that contains at least symbols a and b: Notice it is important

to know the alphabet as the same pattern does not define the same language

if Σ = {a, b} or if Σ = {a, b, c}. Let us suppose here that Σ = {a, b}.
The length of the pattern is 6. Pattern x0abx1x0b is equivalent to π. The

following strings fit the pattern π: aabaab, bababb and bbaabaabbab.

It should be noted that when λ is not allowed to be the image by σ of any xi,

the pattern is called non-erasing . In both cases (erasing and non-erasing

patterns), checking if a string fits a particular pattern is NP-hard.

The equivalence problem is very simple in the non-erasing case: Two

patterns are equivalent if and only if they are equal, up to the renaming of the

variables. Somehow surprisingly the difficult question with patterns is not

equivalence but inclusion: The question of knowing whether L(π1) ⊂ L(π2)

is undecidable for patterns.

Also, most positive learning results hold in the case of non-erasing pat-

terns; this will justify that we restrict our analysis here to the non-erasing

setting. We denote by PAT T ERNS(Σ) the class of non-erasing pattern

languages over an alphabet Σ. Note that the class is both of languages and

grammars, as there is a one to one correspondence.

11.3.2 Learning pattern languages

Theorem 11.3.1 PAT T ERNS(Σ) is identifiable in the limit from text.

Proof Let s be the shortest string in a sample S. Then |π| = |s|. So

we know the length of the pattern. Now if we take the different shortest

strings in S, we can easily decide which positions correspond to a constant

and which to a variable. The last operation corresponds to finding those

positions that are occurrences of a same variable. This is done by Algorithm

Pattern Learner (11.5) which identifies patterns in the limit because as

soon as a characteristic sample is included, the returned pattern is unique

(up to a renaming of the variables. The characteristic set contains strings

of minimal length, and for every variable position i there should be in the

set at least two strings w and y with w(i) 6= y(i). Also, for each pair of
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positions i and j corresponding to two different variables, there should be in

the characteristic set at least one string w such that w(i) 6= w(j). One should

note that if a characteristic sample is not included, the returned solution is

only guaranteed to be consistent with the strings of minimal length.

Algorithm 11.5: Pattern Learner.

Input: a sample S

Output: a non-erasing pattern π

m← min{|s| : s ∈ S};

Y ← ∅;
for s ∈ S do /* Use only the shortest strings */

if |s| = m then Y ← Y ∪ {s}
end

j ← 1;

for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m do /* Find the constants */

if |{y(i) : y ∈ Y }| = 1 then π[i]← y(i) else
π[i]← zj ;

Pos[j]← i;

j + +
end

end

for k : 1 ≤ k < j do /* Find the common variables */

for l : 2 ≤ l ≤ j do
if ∀y ∈ Y, y(Pos[k]) = y(Pos[l]) then π[pos[l]]← zk

end

end

return π

Algorithm Pattern Learner (11.5) is not at all optimal, but can be

used as basis for other pattern language learners.

11.3.3 A run of the algorithm Pattern Learner
Let Σ = {a, b, c} and S = {abcbb, aabba, aacbbac, aaaba, acbbbac}.

The algorithm first selects the shortest strings only: Y = {abcbb, aabba,
aaaba}. Therefore the length of the pattern is 5.

The algorithm then selects the constant positions, again by only exam-

ining set Y . Since here the first letter of all strings is a and the fourth

letter in all strings (of Y ) is b, this means that the pattern is something like

ax?x?bx?.
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The third step of the algorithm consists in attempting to match the dif-

ferent variables. Here, since in all strings (again of Y ), the second symbol

is equal to the fifth, pattern ax0x1bx0 is built and finally returned.

Note that this pattern could be inconsistent with the rest of the data but

since the question of knowing if a string fits a pattern is NP-hard, there is

no way around this problem.

11.4 Planar languages

We defined several string kernels in Section 3.5. The idea now is to use them

to learn languages. Clearly the classes of languages defined by kernels will

not fit perfectly into the Chomsky hierarchy, because through kernels we are

essentially counting things, not generating strings.

A language will correspond to a point in the feature space, which is a high

(and possibly infinite) dimensional vector space.

If we are given only text, then we may want to consider the set of images

of the examples in the feature space, then apply techniques from linear

algebra (like extracting the Eigen-vectors) and computing the smallest (in

dimension) hyper-planes containing the images of all the points.

We can then, at least implicitly, take the pre-images of the hyperplanes

as languages, and say that these are the inferred languages.

Example 11.4.1 Suppose the learning sample consists of

S+{aabca, abaac, bbacaaa}

If we use the Parikh kernel, we would like to learn the following equation:

xa − xb − xc = 1

This in turn corresponds to the language:

{w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ : |w|a − |w|b − |w|c = 1}.

Given that we can do this for any string kernel κ, we call these κ-planar

languages. More formally, given a string kernel κ and its associated feature

map φ : Σ⋆ → H, where H is the feature space (some Hilbert space), we

can define:

Definition 11.4.1 (κ-planar language) A language L ⊆ Σ⋆ is κ-planar,

ifdef there is a finite set of strings {u1, . . . , un} such that L = {w ∈ Σ⋆ :

∃α1 . . . αn ∈ R :
∑

i∈[n] αi = 1 ∧ φ(w) =
∑

i∈[n] αiφ(ui)}.
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Definition 11.4.2 (Hyper-plane) For any language L ⊆ Σ∗ the hyper-

plane defined by (all affine combinations of) L is:

H(L) = {h ∈ H : ∃n > 0, w1, . . . , wn ∈ L,α1, . . . , αn ∈ R such that
∑

i∈[n] αi = 1,
∑

i∈[n] αiφ(wi) = h}.

H(L) is the smallest hyper-plane that contains the image of L. Notice that

L can be finite or infinite.

Definition 11.4.3 (Pre-image of hyper-plane) The language L̂ is de-

fined as the pre-image of this hyper-plane:

L̂ = {w ∈ Σ⋆ : φ(w) ∈ H(L)}.

Example 11.4.2 Consider the language over Σ = {a, b} :

Lab = {u ∈ Σ⋆ : |u|a = |u|b}

This language contains all strings such as the number of a is equal to the

number of b. aabb, abaababb belong to Lab. If we consider the Parikh

kernel and the associated feature map, we can see that:

φP (Lab) = {(x, x) : x ≥ 0}

We have φP (aabb) = (2, 2) and φP (abaababb) = (4, 4). Clearly, these points

lie in a hyper-plane which is a line in the feature space R2. Moreover, the pre-

image of the minimal hyper-plane containing all the points of the language is

exactly Lab. Therefore, Lab can be represented as a one-dimensional hyper-

plane in this feature space. Lab is a κ-planar language for the Parikh kernel.

A way around the hardness of learning context-free languages is to avoid

these altogether. In this case an interesting approach is through learn-

ing planar languages [CFWS06, CFWS06], using kernel methods [STC04].

Typically the idea is to count something (for example the number of occur-

rences of some symbol, as in the Parikh map [Par66]), then to compute (via

solving linear algebra problems in the dual space) the smallest hyper-plane

containing the examples. For example the typical context-free language

{anbn : n ∈ N} can be described through just two equations : |u|a = |u|b
and |u|ba = 0. Nevertheless this example may be over simplifying: In general

the number and complexity of the equations we may obtain are much more

complex. Note that the idea here is to make use of an alternative definition

of languages: Instead of it being through generation (grammars) or through

recognition (automata), language are defined by description [Sal05]. A close
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approach was followed by Naoki Abe [Abe95]: The languages were also de-

fined by equations, but the setting was that of learning from an informant

and Pac-learning results were obtained.

11.5 Exercises

11.1 Run Ak−T SS for k=1, 2, 3 and 15, with S = {ab, abab, abababab}.

11.2 Run Ak−T SS for k=1, 2, 3 and 4, with S = {ab, ababba, abbababab,
baababa, aaba, baabaab}.

11.3 Compute the complexity in time and space of Ak−T SS.

11.4 Prove that (bak)∗ ∈ [k + 1]− T SS(Σ) but (bak)∗ 6∈ k − T SS(Σ).

11.5 Propose a class that is not k − T SS whatever the value of k.

11.6 Prove that identification of k-testable languages by Ak−T SS can be

done with only a polynomial number of implicit prediction errors.

Prove that that algorithm Ak−T SS has only a polynomial number

of mind changes.

11.7 Prove that identifying the entire class of testable languages (i.e. the

union for all k) is impossible from positive examples only.

11.8 Let S+ be a positive example and x be one negative example. Prove

that there is a value p for which k < p =⇒ x ∈ Ak−T SS(S+).

Deduce an algorithm that identifies in the limit the entire class of

testable languages (i.e. the union of the k−T SS(Σ) for all k) from

text and just one negative example.

11.9 Prove that learning the entire class of testable languages, from posi-

tive and negative examples, is possible but not with polynomial time

(consider implicit prediction errors, mind changes or characteristic

samples).

11.10 Construct a language L that is not k-reversible, ∀k ≥ 0.

11.11 Prove that the class k −REVL of all k-reversible languages is not

identifiable in the limit from text.

11.12 Run Ak−RL on S = {aa, aba, abb, abaaba, baaba} for k=0, 1, 2, 3.

11.13 Prove that identification in the limit from text is always possible if

L is a finite set.

11.14 Run Ak−RL for k=1, 2, 3, and 15, and S = {ab, abab, abababab}

11.15 Compute the complexity of Ak−RL.

11.16 Run Algorithm Pattern Learner (11.5) on S = {abaaaa, abaaaaa,
bbbabb, abaaba, baabaaa}.

11.17 Build a characteristic sample for the pair 〈π, A〉 where A is Algo-

rithm Pattern Learner (11.5) and π = ax0ax1x1bx2bax0.
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11.6 Conclusions of the chapter and further reading

11.6.1 Bibliographical background

The testable languages we introduce in Section 11.1 are called usually k-

testable in the strict sense [GV90, GVO90], k-testable or even local. The

differences are technical.

Look-ahead languages as defined in Section 11.2 were introduced by Dana

Angluin [Ang82] where they are called k-reversible, but as shown by Henning

Fernau [Fer03] there is a general pattern here that can be used as soon as

you have some way to solve non-determinism when parsing the strings from

left to right. We have chosen to use the original class here but Henning

Fernau’s elegant generalisation should be looked into if variants are needed.

The algorithm has been applied, for instance by Boris Chiidlovski [Chi00]

for wrapper generation. Using Henning Fernau’s extension [Fer03], Valter

Crescenzi and Giansalvatore Mecca define and learn a subclass of regular

languages, called the prefix mark-up languages, that abstract the structures

usually found in Html [CM04].

Yasubumi Sakakibara built an extension for context-free grammars whose

tree language is k-reversible [Sak92]. Adaptations to tree languages [BM04b,

ODB02] or even to graph grammars [ODH03] have also been done.

Different authors propose to learn these automata and then estimate the

probabilities as an alternative to learning stochastic automata. A diffi-

cult practical matter is that of choosing k (see Chapter 17 for some tech-

niques). If counter-examples exist, then these can be used to decide (see

Exercise 11.12). Alternatively part of the learning sample can be put aside

and used for validation: it is then reasonable to choose the largest k such

that the validation set is recognised.

Pattern languages (Section 11.3) were introduced by Dana Angluin whose

original class we have chosen to reproduce here [Ang79, Ang87b]. There have

been numerous papers on pattern languages since, of which, just to cite a

few, [Kos95, ERS+97, RZ98, MSSS99].

11.6.2 Some alternative lines of research

As mentioned above, there have been many works on learning pattern lan-

guages. The formalism is simple and the classes of languages are rich. Nev-

ertheless, in general the membership problem is NP-hard. One should turn

to the abundant literature inside the algorithmic learning theory community

for further details. The specific problem of learning pattern languages with
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more complex types of queries has been studied [LZ03], with extensions to

correction queries in [Kin08, Tir08].

One problem with k-testable languages is that for small alphabets and

small values of k the languages are not very interesting. An alternative to

augmenting the size of the window is to do that with the size of the alphabet!

The idea can be to consider that an a at the beginning of the string is differ-

ent from an a at the end of the string. This idea was followed by researchers

working in pattern recognition on the morphic generator [VSGG88, CC96].

11.6.3 Open problems and possible new lines of research

One of the key advantages of the k-testable language learning algorithm

is that it is fast: Computation takes place in linear time. As today the

quantity of available data is becoming larger and larger, it would seem that

this is a good argument in favour of this algorithm. But the fixed size of

the window is one obstacle, and so are the difficulties imposed by a noisy

setting.

Work done by Henning Fernau in trying to generalise these ideas [Fer00,

Fer02] is another direction to be followed. He characterises the properties

necessary to be able to obtain a class identifiable in the limit from text.

Combining these ideas with complexity considerations, new classes of au-

tomata might be able to be introduced.




